
Lesson Plan 

Teaching Transportation For Children 

A. General : 
 

Time Allocation 40 minutes - 1 hour 
 
 Student level Pre-school 

Objectives •  Saying how did they get to school 
•  Identifying transportation vocabulary 

Structures "How Did You Get Here Today?" 
"Car Should be in Land” // “Ship should be in water” etc. 

Target Vocab: Motorcycle, bus, bicycle, car, train, ship, airplane, truck 

 

− You will need to download : 

• “The Wheel on The Bus” song 

• “downhill/uphill road” video 

• Picture of land, water and sky 

− You need to prepare : 

• Speaker  

• Laptop and LCD projector 

• Projector screen 

• Transportation toys 

• Picture of land, water, and sky 

• Origami paper 

• Double tip 

• Printed transportation worksheet for coloring at home 

• Chairs (laid out like bus’ passsenger seat) 

B. Lesson Overview 

− Warm Up  
•  “How did you get here?” 
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In class, after greeting and pray together, ask your student to sit in circle and 
start to ask “how did you get here?” and then the students will answer “by car, 
by motorcycle, by school bus” and etc. You may repeat their answer with the 
full sentence with “I go to school by motorcycle.” And ask them to repeat after 
you. Do it with different transportation. After that, you can ask them again like 
“how motorcycle is like?” together with the student, you imitate how 
motorcycle is like with sound “brreemm… bremmm.” And also your gesture  
have to show that it is motorcycle. Repeat it again with different kind of 
transportation. Then, you may say “if you ask me how did I get here? I get 
here by bus.” you say the word “bus” with imitating how bus is like. Then, 
you ask your students   “Have you ever go somewhere by bus?” then, the 
students will answer the question based on what their experiences. After giving 
response to the students you will say “Alright today we will go around by bus” 

 
• Playing “go around by bus” 

Before the class is started, you have to set the chairs as bus’ passenger seat. So, 
you will act as bus driver and your students as passengers. Make sure your 
arranged seats right in front of the projector screen. Ask them to sit on the 
seats regularly so they have to queue. After they are on their position, you can 
say “are you ready kids?” to raise their mood. Repeat it for several times, ask 
them to say it louder. Then, you can add the horn sounds like“bimm bimm” or 
play something as the gear and stir. While you play go around by bus, the 
screen shows the video of uphill/downhill road so you will drive as you are in 
that road, if the road turns right, you have to play your stir to right, and you 
students will follow your move.  

  

 

 

• Sing “The Wheel on The Bus” song 

While you do role play as bus driver, ask your student to sing together The 
Wheel on The Bus. Play the song with speaker  and you have to sing it clearly 
and give stressing in every word so they will remember every lyric and melody 
easily. Ask them to sing loudly.  
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And give appreciation like “yes awesome, kids. Sing it again!” 

 

After the song and video is already finished, ask your students to leave the seat 
one by one as if they are arrived at school. In this part you may teach them about 
‘queue’ rules when getting off the bus. Then, sing Make a Circle so, they will sit 
down in circle. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Make a circle, round and round. 

Round and round. 
Round and round. 

Make a circle, round and round. 
Hello hello hello. 

 
Make a circle, up up up. 

Down down down. 
Up up up. 

Make a circle, down down down. 
Now sit down. 
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− Main Activity 

• Guessing Transportation 

Give the simple instruction to the students about the activity that they will do. 
You may start it as follow “there will be something in my hand, and it will be 
covered with a cloth, you have to guess what is it.” or you can act like a magician 
to raise their mood. Then, put the transportation toy in your hand, secretly and 
cover it with a cloth. You have to imitate the sound or the characteristic of it with 
a little movement as a clue for them. For example : you may say “tut tut tut tut” if 
the toy in your hand is train. When the students answer it, try to repeat every word 
clearly and ask them to repeat it,like “motorcycle”,“car”,“bus”, “train”. Repeat 
it until the last toy.  

 

• Matching activity 

In this activity, you have to explain the students about the track of the 
trasnportation. In your left hand, there is transportation toy and in your right hand 
there is a picture of land, water and air. When you show motorcycle, your right 
hand must be the picture of land. You will ask your students “where it should 
be?” while showing airplane toy in your left hand, you may add ”is it in land, 
water, or air?” then,  the students will start guess it. They may answer it one or 
two words like “car land” or “ship water”. Repeat their answer clearly in a full 
sentence, “yes right, ship should be in water”, “car should be in land” and ask 
them to say it few times.  Repeat it until the last toy, and re-state it all to make 
sure that they will remember it  all 
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n 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

• Making Ship and Plane with Origami 

Prepare the origami paper and share to students (each student get 2 papers). You 
have to demonstrate how to make airplane with the origami paper slowly and 
clearly so they can follow your demo. If there is student who can not follow your 
instruction, you have to repeat it again and correct their folds. The second origami 
is making ship, do the same thing like the first origami. After they finish it all, 
give the double tip in their ships and planes, then ask them to stick it on the 
creation board behind the class. Don’t forget to give them appreciation like “good 
job, girl” or “nice plane, boy.” as a simple rewards for them. 
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− Wrap Up : 

• Re-checking the material 

Before closing the class today, you have to do material re-check. You do not 
need to do it longly because it will make them bored. Just say “alright, let’s 
remember how did you get to school today?” you can start to answer it first 
like “I get here by bus” or “i get here by car” ask the students to repeat it 
several times. Then, you may ask them where car should be or where ship 
should be. You may start to answer it like “the car should be in land” or 
“airplane should be in the sky” ask about other transportation so they will 
answer it correctly in a full sentence like what you do before. Ask them to do 
applause because they can answer it all. 

• Assign homework for coloring the transportation worksheet  

Share the printed transportation worksheet for coloring at home. Explain to 
the students that they have to coloring the transportation based on their 
creativity. Remind them to bring it for the next meeting. “Okay, so take this 
and color it all in your home. Understand, sweetie?” wait for their response 
and ask it several times so they will raise their volume. This is to make sure 
that they are still cheerful. 

• Pray and sing “Goodbye, See You Soon” song  
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Before closing the class ask the children to make big circle “alright boys and 
girls let’s make a big circle” then then you can do little run to attract them in 
making a circle. Then ask them to sit down. After that ask them to pray in 
silent. To close the class, you can ask them to stand up by saying “I will 
count to three let’s stand up together” then, ask them to sing goodbye song 
and also ask them to wave their hands you can start it first by showing your 
waving hands. And when they have to leave the room, give your hand to do 
Hi five with them. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Goodbye, see you soon 

Thank you for a lovely time 
Goodbye, see you soon 

We'll be back to play again 
And we'll run, we'll jump 

We'll sing and play...again 


